


   SEVEN SEAS

Devils and Realist, vol. 5
Story by Madoka Takadono
Art by Utako Yukihiro

For fans of Black Butler, the manga series about a teen noble 
and the demons who surround him continues

Devils and Realist is an ongoing supernatural manga series that 
pits a young, suave nobleman against Hell’s princely demons.

Each volume of Devils and Realist features beautiful bishounen-
styled artwork and a color insert. An anime adaptation of Devils 
and Realist is currently airing in Japan and is being streamed by 
Crunchyroll with English subtitles.

William Twining has it all—a sharp intelligence, dashing good 
looks, and a noble station in life. There’s only one problem: 

he’s broke. With no way to finance his prestigious education, 
William decides to search through his uncle’s mansion for 
something of value to sell. But William’s logical worldview is about 
to take a hit, when he comes across a mystical seal which he 
unintentionally uses to summon a demon.

The demon’s name is Dantalion, a Grand Duke of Hell, who 
informs the young nobleman of his destiny—that he is the new 
“Elector” whose sole responsibility is to appoint the next ruler of 
Hell in place of Lucifer. Such news might drive a lesser man mad, 
but not William Twining. He’s a realist whose views don’t allow 
for the existence of demons, even when scores of demonic 
candidates begin to knock down his door and seek his favor. 
None of this can possibly be real—can it?—and besides, he’s got 
bills to pay.

Madoka Takadono is a Japanese author best known as the writer 
of Gun Princess and Devils and Realist. 

Utako Yukihiro is a Japanese manga artist whose works include 
Uta no Prince-Sama and Devils and Realist.

 

MARKETING PLANS:
•	 Promotion at Seven Seas 

website gomanga.com
•	 Promotion on twitter.com/

gomanga and facebook.
com/gomanga

MANGA
Trade Paperback
ISBN: 978-1-626921-28-3
$12.99 ($14.99 Canadian)
5” x 7.125”/ 192 pages
Age: OT (16+)
On Sale: May 5, 2015

ALSO AVAILABLE: 
Devils and Realist, vol. 4 (2/15)
ISBN: 978-1-626921-12-2
$12.99 ($14.99 CAN)
Devils and Realist, vol. 3 (11/14)
ISBN: 978-1-626920-82-8
$12.99 ($14.99 CAN)
Devils and Realist, vol. 2 (7/14)
ISBN: 978-1-626920-42-2
$12.99 ($14.99 CAN)
Devils and Realist, vol. 1 (4/14)
ISBN: 978-1-626920-32-3
$12.99 ($14.99 CAN)
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   SEVEN SEAS

Dragonar Academy, vol. 6
Story by Shiki Mizuchi 
Art by Ran

The New York Times bestseller about dragon riders continues!

For fans of magic schools, fantastical creatures, and harem 
comedies comes Dragonar Academy, an ongoing manga series 
about a boy who is trying to tame an unruly—and very pretty—
dragon.

Dragonar Academy began in Japan as a popular light novel 
series and has since been adapted into an ongoing manga series 
and an upcoming anime series set to air in early 2014. Dragonar 
Academy is sure to appeal to fans of comedic fantasies like Zero’s 
Familiar and The Sacred Blacksmith. Each volume is delightfully 
illustrated and includes color inserts.

Learning to ride and tame dragons comes easy to most students 
at Ansarivan Dragonar Academy—except for first-year student 

Ash Blake, who is known by his fellow classmates as the “number 
one problem child.” Poor Ash is the laughingstock at school 
because, despite his unfashionably large star-shaped brand that 
marks him as a future dragon master, he has nothing to show for 
it. His dragon has never appeared.

Until now, that is. One fateful day, Ash’s dragon awakes in full 
glory, but appears different than any dragon ever seen before—in 
the form of a beautiful girl! What’s worse, Ash soon discovers that 
this new dragon has attitude to spare, as she promptly informs him 
that she is the master, and he, the servant. 

Ash’s problems with dragon riding have only just begun.

Shiki Mizuchi is a Japanese light novel author best known for 
Dragonar Academy.

Ran is a Japanese manga artist who wrote and illustrated Maid 
War Chronicle and worked with writer Ken Akamatsu (Love Hina, 
Negima) as the artist on Mao-chan.

 

MARKETING PLANS:
•	 Promotion at Seven Seas 

website gomanga.com
•	 Promotion on twitter.com/

gomanga and facebook.
com/gomanga

MANGA
Trade Paperback
ISBN: 978-1-626921-29-0
$12.99 ($14.99 Canadian)
5” x 7.125”/ 192 pages
Age: OT (16+)
On Sale: May 5, 2015

ALSO AVAILABLE: 
Dragonar Academy, vol. 5
(2/15)
ISBN: 978-1-626921-13-9
$12.99 ($14.99 CAN)

Dragonar Academy, vol. 4
(11/14)
ISBN: 978-1-626920-83-5
$12.99 ($14.99 CAN)

Dragonar Academy, vol. 3
(8/14)
ISBN: 978-1-626920-45-3
$12.99 ($14.99 CAN)
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   SEVEN SEAS

The Ancient Magus’ Bride, vol. 1 
Story and art by Kore Yamazaki 

For fans of Pandora Hearts, a dark romance between a girl 
and a demonic sorcerer

The Ancient Magus’ Bride is an all-new manga series that features 
a fascinating relationship between a troubled teenage girl and 
an inhuman wizard. Kore Yamazaki combines a fantastical shoujo 
style with a darker, brooding tone that is reminiscent of shonen 
hits like Pandora Hearts and Blue Exorcist.

The Ancient Magus’ Bride is an ongoing manga series that 
includes captivating artwork and color inserts in each volume.

Hatori Chise has lived a life full of neglect and abuse, devoid 
of anything resembling love. Far from the warmth of family, 

she has had her share of troubles and pitfalls. Just when all hope 
seems lost, a fated encounter awaits her. When a man with the 
head of a beast, wielding strange powers, obtains her through a 
slave auction, Chise’s life will never be the same again.

The man is a “magus,”a sorcerer of great power, who decides to 
free Chise from the bonds of captivity. The magus then makes a 
bold statement: Chise will become his apprentice—and his wife!

Kore Yamazaki is best known as the author and artist of The 
Ancient Magus’ Bride.

 

MARKETING PLANS:
•	 Promotion at Seven Seas 

website gomanga.com
•	 Promotion on twitter.com/

gomanga and facebook.
com/gomanga

MANGA
Trade Paperback
ISBN: 978-1-626921-87-0
$12.99
($14.99 Canadian)
5” x 7.125”/ 256 pages
Age: T (13+)
On Sale: May 12, 2015

(cover	not	final)
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   SEVEN SEAS

Evergreen, vol. 1
Story by Yuyuko Takemiya
Art by Akira Kasukabe

From the author of New York Times bestseller Toradora! comes 
an all new manga series

Evergreen is an all-new comedy manga series that highlights high 
school romance at its best. By Yuyuko Takemiya, the bestselling 
author of the Toradora! franchise, Evergreen combines bold and 
energetic artwork with a character-driven storyline that features a 
disabled protagonist in a deeply touching, yet hilarious, coming-
of-age love story.

Evergreen is an ongoing manga series that includes color inserts 
in each volume.

Yoshimatsu Hotaka has a dark past, although you’d never 
know it. As a second year high school student and president 

of the school’s manga club, Yoshimatsu seems like your average, 
well-acclimated teenager, but a past surgery and a present 
handicap haunt him. Lacking the confidence to approach the 
radiant female ace of the swim club, Niki Awaya, Yoshimitsu can 
only admire her dazzling beauty from afar. 

So when a chance opportunity allows for a meeting between 
Yoshimatsu and Niki, what does the future hold for such disparate 
individuals? Could they possibly have more in common than 
meets the eye?

Yuyuko Takemiya is the author of the Toradora! novels and 
manga and the Golden Time light novels.

Akira Kasukabe is a Japanese artist best known for Rumble Roses 
and Evergreen.

 

MARKETING PLANS:
•	 Promotion at Seven Seas 

website gomanga.com
•	 Promotion on twitter.com/

gomanga and facebook.
com/gomanga

MANGA
Trade Paperback
ISBN: 978-1-626921-50-4
$12.99
($14.99 Canadian)
5” x 7.125”/ 180 pages
Age: T (13+)
On Sale: May 12, 2015

(cover	not	final)
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   SEVEN SEAS

Dance in the Vampire Bund II: 
Scarlet Order, vol. 2
Story and art by Nozomu Tamaki

The stakes rise, as the New York Times bestselling Dance in 
the Vampire Bund sequel series continues! 

Dance in the Vampire Bund II: Scarlet Order is an all-new 
ongoing sequel series to New York Times bestseller Dance in the 
Vampire Bund. Picking up where the three-volume side story 
Dance in the Vampire Bund: The Memories of Sledge Hammer 
left off, Dance in the Vampire Bund II: Scarlet Order returns the 
focus of the story to the Bund’s most popular characters: 
Princess Mina and her werewolf bodguard Akira.

The Dance in the Vampire Bund manga series has been
adapted into a hit anime in Japan and is distributed by 
FUNimation in North America. The manga series has repeatedly 
hit the New York Times Manga Bestsellers List with each new 
release.

After millennia in hiding, Mina Tepes, the Princess of the 
ancient covenant and ruler of all vampires wants change. 

Using the vast wealth of the Tepes line, she has paid off the 
entire gross national debt of Japan and in so doing, gained the 
authority to create a special district off the coast of Japan that is 
to become the haven to vampires the world over! 

Nozomu Tamaki is the writer/artist of Dance in the Vampire Bund 
and the artist of Angel Para Bellum.

MARKETING PLANS:
•	 Promotion on Seven Seas website 

gomanga.com
•	 Promotion on twitter.com/gomanga 

and facebook.com/gomanga

MANGA
Trade Paperback
ISBN: 978-1-626921-39-9
$12.99
($14.99 Canadian)
5” x 7.125”/ 192 pages
Age: OT (16+)
Rating: partial nudity
On Sale: May 19, 2015

ALSO AVAILABLE: 
Dance in the Vampire Bund II: 
Scarlet Order, vol. 1 (12/14)
ISBN: 978-1-626921-38-2
$12.99 ($14.99 CAN)

Dance in the Vampire Bund 
Omnibus. 1 (12/12)
ISBN: 978-1-937867-04-1
$19.99 ($22.99 CAN)

(cover	not	final)

ALSO AVAILABLE: 

Omnibus 1 Omnibus 2 Omnibus 3 Omnibus 4 Omnibus 5
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   SEVEN SEAS

Lucifer and the Biscuit Hammer, vol. 5–6
Story and art by Satoshi Mizukami

For fans of Bleach and Berserk comes the adventure of a 
lifetime, in omnibus format

Lucifer and the Biscuit Hammer is a fan favorite manga series 
that is nothing short of a full-throttle, energetic, and mesmerizing 
experience. Combining the stylized action and over-the-top 
fight scenes of a hot-blooded shonen series like Bleach with an 
emotionally gripping and character-driven storyline like Berserk, 
Lucifer and the Biscuit Hammer is a cult phenomenon never 
before available in print in North America. 

Seven Seas is pleased to release this hotly anticipated series in 
in its entirety in five omnibus editions. Each edition of Lucifer and 
the Biscuit Hammer contains two volumes-worth of story—over 
four hundred pages long—and is filled with dynamically powerful 
artwork and color inserts. 

Everything about college student Amamiya Yuuhi is average: 
grades, looks, and his blasé outlook on life. So what happens 

when he awakens one day to a talking lizard, who informs him 
that there is a gigantic hammer in outer space that is poised 
to split the Earth into pieces and requests his allegiance in the 
fight against the forces of evil? Pretend it never happened? 
Unfortunately for Yuuhi, a bit of coercion in the form of a super-
powered princess prevents him from returning to his mediocre 
life-as-usual.

In the adventure of a lifetime, Yuuhi will join forces with the 
capricious princess and a motley crew of companions to fight 
back against an evil mage and his horrifying homunculus before 
the Biscuit Hammer can destroy the planet!

“Various genre elements are stretched to their limits, and then 
woven into an engaging, imaginative story.”
         —ANIME NEWS NETWORK

Satoshi Mizukami is a Japanese artist best known as the creator 
of Lucifer and the Biscuit Hammer, Sengoku Youko, and most 
recently Spirit Circle. He has provided a one-shot story for the 
Trigun: Multiple Bullets anthology released by Dark Horse.

MARKETING PLANS:
•	 Promotion at Seven Seas 

website gomanga.com
•	 Promotion on twitter.com/

gomanga and facebook.
com/gomanga

MANGA
Trade Paperback
ISBN: 978-1-626921-30-6
$18.99
($21.99 Canadian)
5” x 7.125”/ 384 pages
Age: T (13+)
On Sale: May 19, 2015

(cover in development)

ALSO AVAILABLE: 
Lucifer and the Biscuit Hammer,
vol. 3–4 (2/15)
ISBN: 978-1-626921-15-3
$18.99 ($21.99 CAN)

Lucifer and the Biscuit Hammer, 
vol. 1–2 (11/14)
ISBN: 978-1-626920-85-9
$18.99 ($21.99 CAN)
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   SEVEN SEAS

Alice in the Country of Clover: 
Twin Lovers
Story by QuinRose
Art by Kei Shichiri

Dee and Dum in their own solo adventure!

Seven Seas is pleased to present Alice in the Country of Clover: 
Twin Lovers, a one-shot volume that focuses on the loveable, yet 
maniacal Dee and Dum who vie for Alice’s heart.

Alice in the Country of Clover: Twin Lovers chronicles the further 
adventures of Alice as she goes deeper down the rabbit hole. 
Like the other New York Times bestselling books in the Alice in the 
Country of Clover series, this new volume is an oversized edition 
that features impressive artwork and color pinups. 

Tweedle Dee and Tweedle Dum are the “Bloody Twins,”
amorous and affable killers who are able to transform

themselves into adorable children or suavely handsome adults. 
As the gatekeepers to the Hatter Mansion, they tried to kill Alice 
once. Now they are hopelessly in love with her. In this newest 
adventure, will either Dee or Dum win Alice’s affections, and 
more importantly...will she survive their screwball courtship?

“It may be impossible to beat Lewis Carroll at his own game, but 
as Alice in the Country of Hearts shows, there are still ways to 
succeed.”                      —ANIME NEWS NETWORK

“Nicely done art and hunky hunks make Alice in the Country of 
Hearts eye candy for shoujo manga fans.”              —ABOUT.COM
                              
QuinRose is a Japanese game developer who created the Alice 
franchise of video games, which spun off into novels, manga, 
and an anime feature film.

Kei Shichiri is a Japanese manga artist known best known for 
Alice in the Country of Clover: Twin Lovers.

MARKETING PLANS:
•	 Promotion on Seven Seas website 

gomanga.com
•	 Promotion on twitter.com/gomanga 

and facebook.com/gomanga

MANGA
Trade Paperback
ISBN: 978-1-626921-27-6
$13.99
($15.99 Canadian)
5.8” x 8.2”/ 192 pages
Age: OT (16+)
On Sale: May 26, 2015

ALSO AVAILABLE: 
Alice in the Country of Clover: 
Cheshire Cat Waltz, vol. 4 (3/13)
ISBN: 978-1-937867-10-2
$13.99 ($15.99 CAN)
Alice in the Country of Clover: 
Cheshire Cat Waltz, vol. 3 (11/12)
ISBN: 978-1-935934-93-6
$13.99 ($15.99 CAN)
Alice in the Country of Clover: 
Cheshire Cat Waltz, vol. 2 (9/12)
ISBN: 978-1-935934-92-9
$13.99 ($15.99 CAN)
Alice in the Country of Clover: 
Cheshire Cat Waltz, vol. 1 (7/12)
ISBN: 978-1-935934-91-2
$13.99 ($15.99 CAN)

(cover	not	final)
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   SEVEN SEAS

Amazing Agent Luna, vol. 11
Story by Nunzio DeFilippis and Christina Weir 
Art by Shiei

The thrilling conclusion to the Luna series!

Grown in a lab from the finest genetic material, fifteen-year-
old Luna Collins has been trained all her life by a covert 

government agency as the ultimate espionage agent. But now, 
the Agency has created an even deadlier super-soldier whose 
mission is to eliminate Luna and replace her as its newest agent. 

Plotlines past, present, and future all collide in this final installment 
of Seven Seas’ longest-running original series! 

“An addictive storyline with some truly amazing artwork.”   —NEO

Nunzio DeFilippis & Christina Weir are a husband and wife writing 
team who have worked in television on HBO’s Arli$$ and Disney’s 
Kim Possible. As veteran comic book writers, they have written 
such series as New Mutants and New X-Men, and numerous 
manga and graphic novels. They live in Southern California.

Shiei is the artist for Aoi House and Avalon: the Warlock Diaries. 
She is the most prolific Original English Language manga artist 
in the United States, having illustrated nearly twenty volumes of 
manga.

MARKETING PLAN
•	 Promotion at Seven Seas 

website gomanga.com
•	 Promotion on twitter.com/

gomanga and facebook.com/
gomanga

MANGA
Trade Paperback
ISBN: 978-1-626920-90-3
$11.99
($13.99 Canadian)
5” x 7.5”/ 192 pages
Age: all ages
On Sale: May 26, 2015

ALSO AVAILABLE
Amazing Agent Luna Omnibus 4 
(2/14)
ISBN: 978-1-937867-73-7
$16.99 ($18.99 CAN)
Amazing Agent Luna Omnibus 3 
(3/12)
ISBN: 978-1-935934-15-8
$14.99 ($16.99 CAN)
Amazing Agent Luna Omnibus 2 
(11/09)
ISBN: 978-1-934876-66-4
$14.99 ($16.99 CAN)
Amazing Agent Luna Omnibus 1 
(6/08)
ISBN: 978-1-933164-74-8
$14.99 ($16.50 CAN)

ALSO AVAILABLE: 

Omnibus 1 (Vols. 1-3) Omnibus 2 (Vols. 4-5) Omnibus 3 (Vols. 6-7) Omnibus 4 (Vols. 8-9)
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   SEVEN SEAS

World War Blue, vol. 8
Story by Anastasia Shestakova
Art by Crimson

For fans of Hetalia comes a video game parody like no other!

World War Blue is an ongoing fantasy manga series inspired by 
the “console wars,” the historic struggle for market share between 
manufacturers in the video game industry. In World War Blue, this 
conflict is represented by satirical versions of famous video game 
characters, who fight each other in a sprawling RPG-like world.

World War Blue is a ten-volume manga series drawn in the 
tradition of popular shonen manga like Fairy Tail and Rave Master. 
Each book includes a large array of extra content, such as 
color maps and pinups, detailed character bios, and fun bonus 
features that delve into video game history and lore.

World War Blue has been adapted into an ongoing anime, 
which currently airs on Japanese TV and is simulcast in English on 
Crunchyroll.

In the continent of Consume, an endless war rages between 
bitter rivals: the Segua Kingdom vs. the Ninteldo Empire. Upon 

his dinosaur steed, the stern Emperor Marcus has led the Ninteldo 
Empire to near-victory. Now, with the majority of Consume under 
its control, Ninteldo has Segua up against the ropes.

Enter a fleet-footed lad named Gear, who seeks vengeance 
against Ninteldo for his brother’s death. After joining Segua’s 
Army, Gear is enlisted in the Special Forces, due to his amazing 
speed. Yet the inexperienced, hasty youth may not  be ready for 
the realities of war—or he might just become the Segua Empire’s 
last and greatest hope. 

Anastasia Shestakova is the author of World War Blue.

Crimson is a Japanese manga artist best known for his work on 
World War Blue. 

 

MARKETING PLANS:
•	 Promotion at Seven Seas 

website gomanga.com
•	 Promotion on twitter.com/

gomanga and facebook.
com/gomanga

MANGA
Trade Paperback
ISBN: 978-1-626920-97-2
$12.99 ($14.99 Canadian)
5” x 7.125”/ 244 pages
Age: T (13+)
On Sale: May 26, 2015

ALSO AVAILABLE: 
World War Blue vol. 7 (9/14)
ISBN: 978-1-626920-66-8
$12.99 ($14.99 CAN)

World War Blue vol. 6 (7/14)
ISBN: 978-1-626920-59-0
$12.99 ($14.99 CAN)

World War Blue vol. 5 (4/14)
ISBN: 978-1-626920-13-2
$12.99 ($14.99 CAN)

ALSO AVAILABLE:

Volume 1 Volume 2 Volume 3 Volume 4
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